Abstract-Tapered piezoelectric bimorph actuator is analyzed. An exponential function describing the tapered line is adopted to solve the wave equation. The characteristics change with the shape of the actuator is analyzed theoretically. Exponentially tapered piezoelectric bimorphs are fabricated to verify the theoretical results. It shows that the analytical model is useful for optimum design of the actuator.
INTRODUCTION
Piezoelectric bimorph actuator has been used in wide application fields as a sensor, a vibration source, and a position controller [1] [2] [3] . The shape of the bimorph has been changed to improve their characteristics, especially, in case of cantilever type [4] . The tip of AFM(Atomic Force Microscope) is a good example of the cantilever bimorph [5] . However, the analyses of the characteristics are mainly numerical methods because it is hard to solve the wave equation including the shape factor analytically [6] [7] . Therefore, the optimum design of the bimorph is not easy because of the enormous calculation. In this study, to analyze the effect of the shape change, an exponential function is introduced as the shape factor of the bimorph, and then the solution of the wave equation is obtained. The characteristics change with the shape of the piezoelectric bimorph actuator is analyzed theoretically. The exponentially tapered piezoelectric bimorph actuators are fabricated, and the characteristics change are measured experimentally.
II. ANALYSIS OF MODEL
As shown in Fig. 1(b) , we assumed that the width of the piezoelectric bimorph, which an elastic material with thickness 2t m inserted into two piezoelectric plates, is changed exponentially. Poling direction of two piezoelectric plates is parallel with z-axis. If length l is long enough to thickness t p and width b, as shown in Fig. 1(a) 
where, To obtain the solution of displacement, following mechanical boundary conditions are applied to the differential equation of (1).
i) In case of free-free ends, the momentum and force are zero at the each ends of the bimorph.
ii) In case of fixed-free ends, the displacement and strain are zero at the fixed-end, and the momentum and force are zero at the free ends of the bimorph, respectively. 
ii) In case of fixed-free ends, 
where, 
The input admittance of each case is obtained as follows; i) In case of free-free ends, .
III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
To investigate the characteristic change with the shape, five piezoelectric bimorph actuators are designed as shown in Fig.  2 , and the material constants and design factors are listed in Table I . In calculation, the elastic material between the piezoelectric plates is ignored, and the mechanical loss is estimated as 012 . 0 tan = δ . The five bimorph actuators are fabricated using CNC milling machine with CAD/CAM program, and one ends of them are mounted by epoxy to satisfy the fixed-end condition. The results of input admittance are shown in Fig. 3 . In this figure, lines show the theoretical results and scattered marks are measured one. The resonance mode is changed by not only boundary condition but also the shape of the bimorph. The theoretical results describe well the characteristics change. The input admittance is calculated for various b/a in Fig. 4 . The admittance value as well as the frequency of resonance modes are changed with the b/a. For the fundamental mode, the frequency chnge is shown in Fig. 4(b) . In this figure, the resonant frequency is controlled from 100 Hz to 230 Hz in given range of b/a. To investigate the vibration displacement distribution, Laser Doppler Vibrometer (Graphtec. AT3500) was used. The change of the distribution is shown in Fig. 5 (a) with calculation results (Fig. 5(b) ). As shown in these figure, the actuator Tx4 has the biggest amplitude of them. In this results are normalized by the maximum value in the Tx4. In both of theoretical and experiment results, even though the Tx5 has the smallest ratio of b/a, its amplitude is not the biggest amplitude. It shows that the vibration amplitude is not merely proportional to the value b/a.
IV. CONCLUSION
A theoretical analysis method is derived for the piezoelectric bimorph actuator with exponentially tapered shape. The differently tapered five bimorph actuators are fabricated and their characteristics are investigated. The experimental results coincide well with theoretical results. Using the analyzing method, the piezoelectric bimorph actuator with proper characteristics could be designed.
